
BENEFITS OF SPACE EXPLORATION ESSAYS

Free Essay: Mankind has always been fascinated with exploring the unknown. From sailing to distant lands to someday
setting foot on other planets, the spirit.

Exploration of space has directly and indirectly helped create new technologies and advancements that have
directly benefitted our lives. On it everyone you love, everyone you know, everyone you ever heard of, every
human being who ever was, lived out their lives. Most theorists who seriously consider the pros and cons of
meeting alien life say that there are only two possible outcomes that can occur with first contact. Thus, it can
be said that by doing the space exploration, world communication has utterly been changed and for this reason
it should be financially aided. In many countries, a big proportion of expenditure is being spent on exploring
the space. The major disadvantage of space research is that a large amount of money is required for building a
spacecraft. For instance, there was a mineral found on the moon that can only be located there, Armalcolite.
There are over half-a-million items of trash from over 50 years of space travel and satellite placement which
orbit our planet right now. Harwood,  This option allows us to almost eliminate the risk to human life entirely
as well. The risk of dying from sickness or injury is magnified when you are in space. However, in my
opinion, keep other significant things in mind, space program is very crucial and important for the whole
world and should be funded due to the fact that it will help to improve the communication between countries
in the world and also helping to search a new alternate to live. Two days later, the communist collective
known as the USSR did the same [1]. Deep space exploration can benefit the earth in many ways, even though
many argue that low earth orbit and the moon are more beneficial. Anarctic hole in the ozone layer B. Deep
space exploration can benefit the earth in many ways, even though many argue that low earth orbit and the
moon are more beneficial. This scope can be a telescope or a microscope but either way, as humankind has
developed so has technology and with it the capabilities to study creation on many vast new levels. Well, new
observations and data are essential to our society to advance in the understanding of life and the possibility of
life on another planet. Although humans have been looking up at space for thousands of years, the physical
exploration of this frontier has been only going on for the past few decades. Now in the early twenty first
century, space exploration is at a stand still with the government agencies having a lack of funding and private
companies only recently starting up. Exploration of space has directly and indirectly helped create new
technologies and advancements that have directly benefitted our lives. Numerous science-fiction novels and
stories over the years show us that exploring space could be exciting and profitable. In the scope of a universal
lens, we are but one small point of light amount countless others. Well, new observations and data are
essential to our society to advance in the understanding of life and the possibility of life on another planet.
There had been many instances where the launch of the spacecraft had failed; thus all those money involved
was wasted.


